
SMART Board Meeting 1/12/2020
Present: Katrina Parkinson, Vici Whisner, Laura Hartwick, Al Polley, Penni Price, Kathleen Alles, Janet Massolo
Called to order 7:00pm

Agenda

Membership Report, Vici.
Huge amount of entries to enter in still, Vici is recreating the entire membership spreadsheet. Vici will email each person who was a 
member and who has not yet renewed to see if they have overlooked renewing before she deletes them from membership.

Treasurer’s Report: Janet
Current bank balance is $68,000, not including the revenue from the December 2019 trial, it is not reconciled yet with expenses. It is 
likely that this trial made money.

2019 Donations:
Janet made the donations to AFRP, Peace of Mind Rescue and BirchBark foundation that were approved at the year end holiday trial.

Equipment:
Teeter Order:
Ernie has not yet ordered the new teeters, it would be good to get them before July trial. Janet will remind him.

New Table Rules:
We will not need one of the tables as per new rules. The blue and yellow one with round legs is the one that sticks, perhaps that one 
can be sold or raffled. The new rules will be using 20” legs, we will need the new legs or current legs modified by the July trial. 

Tire aperture-USDAA also now allows wider tire with 24” opening. It should be easy to readjust the wire that hangs it and use the same 
frame should we want this size tire. If Bay Team doesn’t get new tires, there might be different sized tires ring to ring, that could be a 
concern. 

Thank you to Outgoing Board Member:
Thank you for Gwen for her service as a board member
Janet will write up a cert for her, Laura will put it in a nice card and get that to her.

Aggressive Dog and Child Supervision Policy
This incident occurred at the December 2019 trial:
A dog who has a known problem with child directed aggression was at the trial.
There was also a child there who was riding his scooter in the torn down starter’s ring area, this dog lunged at the child and pulled this 
competitor off her feet. This child was unsupervised some of the time and several people complained about him to the trial chair as he 
yelled at a dog, and scared a dog with his scooter. His mother did apologize and supervised him after being requested to do so.
The competitor with this dog broke her collar bone trying to stop her dog from lunging at the child, she is currently recovering.

1. Concern about a law suit against the club, basic language should be included in premium that would ask that kids are supervised.
2. Should this be a board issue, or a trial chair issue, it is the trial chair who has responsibility to enforce it
3. Is this issue is a dog issue, not a child issue, safety of children is a priority around dogs who may be fearful of kids
4. Simple policy could go into SMART premiums, “Children must be supervised.”
5. Dogs that are not under control should be under control
6. SMART wants their events to be family-friendly, children should be welcome at agility events

Vici made a motion made to vote on the wording of the policy that will be added to the premium:
SMART welcomes families and children at events, please supervise children, or, requires children to be supervised.

3 to 1 vote in favor on the wording “must be supervised.”

After this vote, Kathleen found in the current USDAA Premium wording on page 5 of the current SMART premium:

“Statement of Responsibility 
Competitors alone are responsible for the behavior of themselves, their dogs, children, and guests. A competitor whose dogs, children or guests create 
unnecessary disturbances or repeatedly engage in unsafe or disruptive behavior may, at the discretion of the Event Organizing Committee, be asked to 
leave the test site. “

Solution: Instead of adding anything to the premium since that statement via USDAA already is in there, this policy will go out in a general info letter: 
SMART welcomes families, children and dogs at events, and asks that children are supervised at all times, and that competitor and 
spectator dogs are under control at all times.

SMART may need to look into officer’s insurance because of potential lawsuits, Katrina will look into this.

Equipment Rental:
MHDS asked to rent an equipment trailer for the their Feb. seminar Feb 21-23 being held at Thorsen’s, where that trailer will be, this 
motion was made and voted and approved.

Computers:
Microsoft office package is needed for the computers. Holly recommended online purchase of new software for the computers. 



This motion was made and voted and approved.

Survey Results:
Very little on the maps. It was kind of a non issue, but for a couple of people’s answers.
Course maps for the games was the only thing that seemed to come up. No one asked Katrina to print out maps, which she had 
offered to do on an as needed basis. Emailing took a really long time to email out each evening because of the time involved in 
uploading the maps.

If maps can be received at the beginning of the weekend from the judge, then Roger can get them quickly up on the website via his 
phone, this is the plan for the upcoming trial, it should take less time and they will all be in one place.

Misc:
Michelle Pressell is now the ribbon czar.

Katrina will send out an email once the new email list is finished about trailer hauling to the whole membership to try and recruit some 
more trailer haulers.

Fun Match w Derede as chair-it will be sometime between Feb trial and July trial, she is currently working on this.

Meeting adjourned at 8:20pm


